
Kanye at the VMAs
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Kanye at the VMAs

This year, Kanye West picked the beginning of the Video Music Awards to deliver one of his Adjective

rants.

The rapper Past tense verb the stage just after the first award, for Best Female Video, was presented to

Taylor Swift. He cut the teen singer off, grabbing the mic and protesting in support of Celebrity .

'I'm sorry, but Celebrity had one of the best Plural noun of all time,' he proclaimed as

Celebrity looked on from the crowd, stunned.



During the 2007 VMAs in Location West delivered another rant and lost his Noun after he was

displeased with his performance being set inside a Noun rather than on the show's main stage.

'Ye's rants are usually in support of his own work. He memorably took the stage at the American Music Awards

in 2004, declaring he was Past tense verb of the Best New Noun nod.

His protest against Swift, however, was not well received. West stood Adverb on the stage after his

comments as the crowd was Adjective . Audience members then began to Verb in support of

Swift after West left the stage.

According to reports from inside the house, once cameras cut away from the action, West Past tense verb

the crowd and returned to his seat. Wale then said to the crowd, 'You can't blame a man for Verb ending in 

ing .' His words were met with boos, and Wale then said, 'Kanye, I tried.' During the next commercial break,

Female celebrity walked



by the rapper and appeared to Verb her Body part in disgust before security escorted her away.

West remained Adjective amidst the commotion as he kissed his girlfriend Celebrity .
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